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	Line 43:	Line 43:
	 	Finally, when writing the new document, all references from ''/Root'' are followed, possibly read in on the fly by the ''File'' object, and then written to the new file. Therefore, the original file should not be closed before the new document has been written out.	 	Finally, when writing the new document, all references from ''/Root'' are followed, possibly read in on the fly by the ''File'' object, and then written to the new file. Therefore, the original file should not be closed before the new document has been written out.
	 		 	
	-	In the demos 12 and 13 (package "PDF Development", class Document #demo12_copyPagesToNewPDF and #demo13_splitPDF), selected objects, pages, are copied to new PDFs. With #asDocument, all other /Catalog attributes like /Outlines, /Metadata and other document related attributes are copied over to a new PDF.	+	In the demos 12 and 13 (package "PDF Development", class Document #demo12_copyPagesToNewPDF and #demo13_splitPDF), selected objects, pages, are copied to new PDFs. With #asDocument, all other /Catalog attributes like /Outlines, /Metadata and other document related information are copied over to a new PDF.
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